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4. Conclusion and Future work

•	 General conclusion: conversion between closely related 
languages using rule-based techniques is worthy of further 
investigation (given limited amount of effort and resources 
required).

•	 Need to experiment with other languages.

4.1.	 Optimise	and	improve	D2AC

•	 Refine and extend bilingual translation list (D2ALex)
o Add complete paradigms of verbs and nouns.

•	 Refine and re-order rules
o Automatic rule discovery, using Default&Refine 

algorithm.
o Iteration of rules, keeping greediness in mind.

•	 Automated disambiguation (e.g. based on frequency).

4.2.	 Develop	A2DC

•	 Reversal of the process to develop an Afrikaans-to-Dutch 
convertor (A2DC).
o Incorporate GT in architecture
o Use A2DC for correction of systematic errors

•	 Experiment with technology recycling between these two 
languages. 
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1.1. Aim	and	scope

•	Aim: To develop a proof-of-concept for 
rule-based conversion between Dutch and 
Afrikaans.
o Rationale for directionality (i.e. Dutch to 

Afrikaans):
	Assume that it would be easier to 

convert Dutch to Afrikaans, since 
Dutch is generally considered to be 
morphologically more complex than 
Afrikaans. 
	Gives us opportunity to focus on 

matters related to the basic concept 
(such as system architecture), rather 
than to get stuck on issues of linguistic 
complexity.
	In the process discover linguistic 

issues that will be of importance for an 
Afrikaans-to-Dutch convertor (A2DC). 

•	Scope: Development and evaluation of a proof-
of-concept, rule-based, unidirectional Dutch-
to-Afrikaans convertor (D2AC). 

1. Introduction

•	For fast-tracking of resource development: 
recycling of existing technologies from 
one language L1 to another closely-related 
language L2: 
o “[if] the languages L1 and L2 are similar 

enough, then it should be easier [and 
quicker] to recycle software applicable 
to L1 than to rewrite it from scratch for 
L2”, thereby taking care of “most of the 
drudgery before any human has to become 
involved” [ Rayner, M., et al., “Recycling 
lingware in a multilingual MT system”, 
In Burstein, J., and Leacock, C. (eds.), 
From research to commercial applications: 
making NLP work in practice, ACL, 
Somerset, 1997, pp 65-70.]. 

o Assumption: similarities between 
Afrikaans and Dutch are adequate for the 
languages to be categorised somewhere 
between closely-related and very close 
languages. 

•	Example: it would be easier and quicker to 
use and adapt an existing Dutch chunker to 
annotate Afrikaans sentences, than to develop 
an Afrikaans chunker from scratch. 
o Use Dutch chunker to annotate an 

Afrikaans corpus, then correcting 
systematic errors manually or semi-
automatically, before training an Afrikaans 
chunker using the annotated data. 

•	 Improve success of recycling if the text to be 
annotated by the Dutch technologies appears to 
be more Dutch-like.
o Instead of annotating original Afrikaans 

text directly with technologies for Dutch, 
firstly convert Afrikaans text through rule-
based translation so that it looks more like 
Dutch.

2.	 A	Dutch-to-Afrikaans	convertor

•	 Highly modular design, using Perl scripts: facilitates easy adaptations and changes during experimentation
•	 User friendly, specifically for linguists/language students, who might not have a good command of Perl. 

o For example, all regular expressions are entered in separate text files in the format:
<SearchString><tab><SubstitutionString>

•	 Currently disambiguation is done manually; in future this could be improved by various other automatic means, such as context-dependent frequencies.

2.1	Components	

•	 List.D2AC.Ndl.txt: Input consisting of tokenised Dutch text.
•	 List.D2AC.Afr.txt: Output with each token on a separate line, together with a tag to indicate the nature of the output.  

o Four tags are used:
•	<<D2ALex>>: If a word was translated as a false friend or non-cognate (in some cases also as a non-identical cognate; see discussion of D2ALex.txt below);
•	<<AfrLex>>: If a word was translated as an identical cognate (see discussion of AfrLex.txt below);
•	<<Translated>>: If a word was translated by means of the grapheme or morpheme rules; and
•	<<Untranslated>>: If the input text could not be converted at all.

•	 D2ALex.txt: A bilingual list with Dutch tokens and Afrikaans translation equivalents (tab separated). The list contains false friends and non-cognates.
•	 AfrLex.txt: A list of Afrikaans words used for look-up and to identify identical cognates. For purposes of this research we used the full lexicon of Afrikaanse Speltoetser 3.0.
•	 MorphModule.pm: used to handle systematic differences between Afrikaans and Dutch, which can be observed on the morphosyntactic level. Regular expressions in this module are based on the rules defined by a 

linguist in MorphRules.txt, and typically include rules like <lijk> <lik>, or <atie> <asie>. In principle, only morphs and allomorphs are included in MorphRules.txt.
•	 G2GModule.pm: converts Dutch graphemes to Afrikaans graphemes in a systematic way, based on the rules included in G2GRules.txt. In principle, G2GRules.txt should only contain rules that apply on a 

sub-morphemic level, such as clusters of vowels or consonants (e.g. <auw> <ou>, or <sch> <sk>).
•	 Variables.txt: A list of customised variables, such as diphthongs, consonants, vowels, fricatives, etc., used to simplify the rules in MorphRules.txt and G2GRules.txt.

•	 Current sizes: 

G2GRules  55
MorphRules  90
D2ALex  2,738
AfrLex  385,599 3.	 Evaluation

•	 Evaluate on two different levels:
o Lexical level: intended use of D2AC for conversion on orthographic level; and
o Syntactic level: given close relationship between languages, this evaluation could 

indicate importance of syntactic transfer.
•	 Some tweaking done since previous version:

o Clean-up and refinement of G2GRules and MorphRules;
o Revision of rule-ordering;
o Adding of additional rules;
o Enlargement of D2ALex; and
o Slightly larger AfrLex became available.

•	 Also more comprehensive evaluation (i.e. larger test set for syntactic level evaluation).

3.1.	 Experiment	1

•	 500 words randomly extracted from 5,000 most frequent words in the Spoken Dutch 
Corpus.
o Capitalised words (e.g. proper names and acronyms), abbreviations, and 

interjections replaced with other randomly-selected words from CGN frequency 
list.

•	 Manually translated (all possible translation alternatives added).
•	 D2AC used to translate the 500 Dutch words.
•	 Output compared with manual translations.

# tags assigned # correct tags
<D2ALex> 60 60
<AfrLex> 138 138
<Translated> 174 161
<Untranslated> 128 0
TOTAL 500 359

Table 1: Word-level evaluation

•	 Accuracy: 71.8%
•	 Conversion Precision (MorphModule.pm and G2GModule.pm): 92.5%

o Examples of incorrect translations: 
	Du. blijk ‘seems’ -> Afr. blik ‘tin/glance’
	Du. trokken ‘pulled’ -> Afr. trokke ‘trucks’

•	 Analysis of <Untranslated>

Cause # of untranslated words % of untranslated words
Flemish word 1 0.78%
Not in MorphRules 8 6.25%
Rule-ordering 27 21.09%
Not in D2ALex 42 32.81%
Ambiguity of -en 50 39.06%
TOTAL 128 100.00%

Table 2: Error analysis of word-level evaluation

Three major problems:
1. More than 20% of untranslated words are due to the order of the rules in the transfer 

component. 
o For example Du. dochters should have been translated as Afr. dogters 

‘daughters’ by the same rule that translates Du. achtien to Afr. agtien ‘eighteen’. 
However, dochters is left untranslated, while achtien is translated correctly.

2. Almost 20% of the untranslated words should have been included in D2ALex.txt. 
o D2ALex.txt is not comprehensive enough; need to be expanded 

paradigmatically.
3. More than half of the untranslated words can be attributed to the incorrect 

disambiguation of -en. The ambiguous string -en can be converted in one of four 
ways: 
o The -en can be retained (e.g. Du. rijkswapen vs. Afr. rykswapen, ‘state insignia’); 
o The -n can be deleted (e.g. Du. vluchtelingen vs. Afr. vlugtelinge ‘refugees’);
o The -en can be deleted (e.g. Du. verschijnen vs. Afr. verskyn ‘appear’); or
o The -en can be replaced with -s (e.g. Du. kinderen vs. Afr. kinders ‘children’). 

In addition, morphonological changes also need to be kept in mind when removing 
-en from Dutch words (e.g. Du. herstellen should be changed to Afr. herstel ‘repair’, 
and Du. stimuleren should be changed to Afr. stimuleer ‘stimulate’).

3.2.	 Experiment	2

•	 Impressionistic comparison of D2AC with the Dutch-Afrikaans Google Translate (GT). 
•	 Development test set from the Dutch-English machine translation system in the METIS 

II project.
o 200 Dutch sentences (1,967 words)
o Four different translators prepared reference translations, which were used to 

calculate BLEU scores.
D2AC GT

% of 1-gram matches 58.88 71.96
% of 2-gram matches 29.36 46.13
% of 3-gram matches 16.76 32.88
% of 4-gram matches 9.59 23.05
BLEU 0.22 0.39

Table 4: Results of sentence-level evaluation

•	 Unsurprisingly, GT achieves a higher BLEU score than D2AC (since D2AC was only 
developed to do lexical transfer and not fully-fledged machine translation). 

•	 D2AC not able to handle syntactic differences (such as word-order changes and the 
double negation). 

•	 Both D2AC and GT translate Dutch compounds ineffectively:
o GT consistently splits compounds into constituents before being translated (e.g. 

Du. vervoersituaties is incorrectly translated to *vervoer situasies instead of the 
correct Afr. vervoersituasies ‘transport situations’).

•	 Possible implication: combine GT and D2AC for higher accuracy.
o Not scalable for languages not available in GT. 

Figure 1: Basic flow-diagram of D2AC
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